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The “coptic” collection of the museum encompasses fragments from tunics, household textiles and 

dressing accessories, most of them without a defined archaeological context (Borla 2013). Dating 

was obtained by means of stylistic features and highlighted the distribution of the textiles from the 

Roman to the Islamic period. The scientific examination was performed on about 200 textiles, 

which show monochrome or polychrome decorations obtained by weaving dyed threads of wool. 

As a first step, the textiles were inspected in situ by non-invasive spectroscopic techniques (namely 

reflectance spectroscopy and fluorescence analysis, both employing fibre optics).  

Then, 33 samples were taken from selected textiles in order to deepen the picture on the dyeing 

materials by means of high performance liquid chromatography coupled with photodiode array 

detection and mass spectrometry (HPLC-PDA-MS).  

The non-invasive survey enables the direct identification of some of the dyes (Gulmini et al, 2013). 

In particular, the spectroscopic features of indigo/woad are evident even when this dye is employed 

in combination with yellow or red dyes to obtain green and purple shades, respectively. The non-

invasive investigation also enables the distinction between red dyes from plants (such as madder) 

and coccid insects dyes. 

As for purple hues, the spectroscopic data highlighted the presence of three different situations: 

some of the investigated textiles were dyed by combining indigo with madder, others were obtained 

by coccid dyes and indigo and a very limited set of samples were dyed with shellfish purple.  

On the contrary, more detailed information on the family of the insect dyes (cochineal, kermes or 

lac dye) and on the yellow dyes could not be accessed by the non-invasive approach, therefore a 

micro invasive analysis by HPLC-DAD-MS was necessary. 

By employing this technique, weld was identified as the yellow dye, whereas lac day was identified 

in samples dyed with insect dyes. 

Red and purple dyes offer the most significant information, as they can be possibly related to the 

age of the textile (Verhecken, 2007). In particular, in the case of the considered textiles, results 

obtained for some samples would suggest the need of re-considering their dating on the base of the 

detected materials.  
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